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Abstract

In this paper, we propose an automation method for manufacturing-data analyses report generation. 
There are massive data and complex engineering for manufacturing area. Analysts have been made 
report with manually tasks which analysis manufacturing data. Because these works are complicated,
we would like to discovery ways with automation by the workflow engine.
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1. Introduction

In many cases on data analysis for 
manufacturing engineering, each analsys task 
processed manually by human use analysis tools.
Each analsysis work is meaningful as each 
analsys function. However, some engineers want 
to combine the analysis tasks for finding more 
meaningful. It is becoming increaseingly 
difficult as data are massive and engineeing 

works are complex. Therefore, we would like 
discovery ways with automation which use the 
workflow engine. In this way, we could generate 
and analysis report.  

2. Workflow Model for Report 
Automation

Combining tasks for analsys is a modeling that 
is an analysis workflow modeling. It is consist of 
two part, one is analysis, the another is result 
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report, for automation what manufactring 
engineering data  analysis and result report.

Fig. 1 is an example of workflow model for 
the automation work. Of course, these moels 
would be modeled automatically by rules use 
foot-print of manually analysis works.

Fig. 1. An example of workflow model 
for automation work

3. An Automation Method for 
Manufacturing-Data Analyses Report 

Generation

In order to generate report of data analysis, we 
would like to use workflow management system 
and scheduler system. The scheduler create 
workflow job that could run workflow engine(s) 
timly. And workflow engine create suitable 
workflow instance with services refer 
pre-defined data. Workflows have activities that 
unit tasks for analysis and report works. So, it
executes unit tasks for analsys and report.

Fig. 2. Components and relations
for manufacturing-data analyses

report generation automation method

Fig. 3 show the workflow exeuction history 
that means the result of automatic exeuction with 
service tasks consist of analysis works and  a 
report work.

Fig. 3. Workflow history 
by demo-analysis tasks automation execution

4. Conclusions

So far, this paper has an automation method 
for manufacturing-data analyses report 
generation with each unit analysis task service
(automated-activity on workflow enactment 
service) implementations use that include 
workflow engine and scheduler. We think this is
a convenient way to analyze the data periodically.
Therefore, we would try to apply this method on 
massive and repeatable analysis environments.
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